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 1      MS. VEST: Good evening.  The time
 2  is now 6:04 p.m. on Thursday, August 2, 2012, and
 3  we're going to go ahead and start tonight's
 4  proceedings.  The purpose of tonight's hearing is
 5  to receive public comment on a proposed state
 6  implementation plan revision addressing
 7  infrastructure requirements of the Clean Air Act.
 8      Just some protocol for this hearing.
 9  After my brief introductory remarks, I am going
10  to turn it over to Department staff, who I
11  believe have a brief presentation and statement
12  for the record.  We will also be entering
13  exhibits into the record, and at that time,
14  following that time, rather, we'll open it up for
15  anyone here attending the hearing tonight for any
16  public comment that may wish to be offered for
17  the record.
18      Just as protocol, again, there is a
19  new law that the Governor signed which has now
20  become effective, that regardless of the amount
21  of public comment, following the hearing all
22  public hearings must stay open for an additional
23  15 days.
24      So, although we'll probably not have
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 1  a very long hearing this evening, the record will
 2  remain open for any additional public comment
 3  that may come in between now and close of
 4  business on Friday, August 17th.
 5      That being said, I'm going to turn
 6  it over to divisional staff for their
 7  presentation.
 8      MR. AMIRIKIAN: Thank you.  I have a
 9  statement for the record.  Good evening, my name
10  is Ron Amirikian, and I'm the planning branch
11  manager for the Department of Natural Resources
12  and Environmental Control Division of Air
13  Quality.
14      The purpose of tonight's public
15  hearing is to receive comments on a proposed
16  state implementation plan, known as SIP, revision
17  that addresses the infrastructure requirements of
18  the Clean Air Act, and this is for the 2008 ozone
19  eight-hour national ambient air quality standard.
20  And we call it infrastructure, SIP, and that's
21  really addressing the requirements of section of
22  110(a)(2) A through M of the Clean Air Act.
23      On March 12, 2008, the Environmental
24  Protection Agency revised the national ambient
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 1  air quality standard for the pollutant ozone.
 2  The EPA reduced the standard from .08 parts per
 3  million to .075.  The Federal Clean Air Act
 4  requires each state to submit to the EPA a State
 5  implementation plan that provides for the
 6  implementation, maintenance, and enforcement of
 7  any newly promulgated or revised national ambient
 8  air quality standards.
 9      A State implementation plan is a
10  State plan that identifies how the State will
11  attain and maintain air quality that conforms to
12  each primary and secondary ambient air quality
13  standard.  The SIP is a complex, fluid document
14  containing regulations, source-specific
15  requirements, and non-regulatory requirements,
16  such as plans and emissions inventories.
17      Delaware's initial SIP was approved
18  by the EPA on May 31, 1972.  And since this
19  initial approval, the Delaware SIP has been
20  revised numerous times to address air quality
21  non-attainment and maintenance issues.  This was
22  done by updating plans and inventories and adding
23  new and revised regulatory control requirements.
24  Delaware's SIP is compiled in the Code of Federal
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 1  Regulations at 40 CFR, part 52, subpart I.
 2      So, the EPA action that we're
 3  talking about tonight is the ozone national
 4  ambient air quality standard revision, and
 5  Delaware has been in non-attainment for the ozone
 6  standard for many years, and the EPA's regulated
 7  Federally ozone for many years.  Because of this,
 8  Delaware's SIP already addresses the requirements
 9  of clean air act section 110(a)(2) relative to
10  ozone.
11      In addition, Delaware has repeatedly
12  regulated its sources under the non-attainment
13  provisions of the Clean Air Act, and they are now
14  well controlled.  So it is our position that all
15  of the Clean Air Act 110 requirements are already
16  clearly addressed in Delaware's SIP.
17      On January 17th, 2012, Delaware
18  submitted to the EPA a letter which constituted
19  Delaware's determination and justification that
20  it has complied with the requirements of
21  110(a)(2) of the Clean Air Act with respect to
22  the .075 PPM ozone NAAQS.
23      And just an excerpt from that letter
24  stated to EPA, "Delaware has reviewed its SIP and
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 1  determined that all elements required in Clean
 2  Air Act 110(a)(2) for the .075 PPM ozone NAAQS
 3  have been met through earlier SIP submissions in
 4  connection with previous ozone standards.  And
 5  then discussion of each Clean Air Act 110(a)(2)
 6  element was specifically addressed in formal
 7  submittals to the EPA dated December 13th, 2007
 8  and September 16th, 2009."
 9      And just a note that those two SIP,
10  the 2007 SIP and the 2009 SIP are included as
11  attachments to the document we're presenting
12  tonight.
13      "These prior submittals addressed
14  110(a)(2) requirements for the 1997 eight-hour
15  ozone NAAQS, and Delaware believes that no
16  changes are needed for Delaware to implement and
17  enforce the revised 2008 ozone NAAQS.  This
18  letter confirms and certifies that Delaware's
19  current SIP is adequate to address all applicable
20  Clean Air Act 110(a)(2) requirements for the .075
21  PPM ozone NAAQS."
22      And that's what the letter stated
23  that we submitted to the EPA on January 17th,
24  2012.
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 1      Then on March the 29th, 2012, the
 2  EPA returned Delaware's letter as incomplete for
 3  two reasons.  First, EPA noted that Delaware's
 4  submittal did not include documents to show that
 5  it had gone through the notice of hearing
 6  requirements of 40 CFR, Part 51, Appendix V.
 7      Second, EPA indicated that the
 8  submittal was incomplete regarding what they
 9  called a negative declaration related to
10  110(a)(2)(D)(i)(I).  That's a Clean Air Act
11  reference, because, and EPA stated "because EPA
12  would expect a demonstration that contains
13  information supporting a claim that a State does
14  not significantly contribute or interfere with
15  maintenance of the 2008 ozone NAAQS in other
16  states."
17      So the SIP revision being proposed
18  tonight is to fulfill the requirements of Clean
19  Air Act 110(a)(2) relative to the 2008 ozone
20  NAAQS, and the purpose of this revision is to
21  address the two EPA comments identified that I
22  just stated.  First, that Delaware must provide
23  for public notice pursuant to 40 CFR Part 51,
24  Appendix V.  And second, that EPA would expect a
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 1  demonstration that contains information
 2  supporting the claim that a State does not
 3  significantly contribute or interfere with
 4  maintenance of the 2008 ozone NAAQS in other
 5  states.
 6      So, Delaware is making this
 7  submission in the absence of any proposed EPA
 8  guidance, and is therefore relying on existing
 9  guidance and past practices as well as what
10  Delaware believes to be a rational approach.
11      Delaware notes that while it has
12  determined that emissions occurring from within
13  Delaware are now well controlled and do not
14  significantly contribute or interfere with
15  maintenance of the 2008 ozone standard in any
16  other state.
17      And then conversely, Delaware and
18  EPA both agree that Delaware's ozone air quality
19  problems are primarily caused by emissions from
20  outside of Delaware.  And as part of this
21  submittal, Delaware is going to be encouraging
22  the EPA to use this proposed SIP document as a
23  template in formulating its guidance, and require
24  other states to submit similar analysis.
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 1      So with that background, the
 2  Department enters the following eight supporting
 3  exhibits into the record:
 4      Exhibit 1 is the National Ambient
 5  Air Quality Standards final rule, 73 Federal
 6  Register 16436, dated March 27, 2008.  This final
 7  EPA rule lowered the eight-hour ozone standard
 8  from .08 to .075 PPM.
 9      Exhibit 2 is the Department's
10  proposed state implementation plan to address
11  Clean Air Act section 110 infrastructure elements
12  for the 2008 ozone standard, as it was submitted
13  to the Delaware Register.
14      And then Exhibits 3 and 4 is a
15  Register notice as it appeared on page 114 of the
16  Delaware Register of Regulations on July 1, 2012,
17  describing this proposed action and advertising
18  tonight's public hearing.  And in addition, the
19  Department's proposed state implementation plan
20  revision to address the Clean Air Act section 110
21  infrastructure elements for the 2008 ozone
22  standard as it appeared on pages 114 through 142
23  of the Delaware Register of Regulations on July
24  1, 2012.
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 1      Exhibit 5 is an affidavit and notice
 2  as it appeared in the Delaware State News on June
 3  27th, 2012, describing this proposed action and
 4  advertising tonight's public hearing.
 5      Exhibit 6 is that same information
 6  as appeared in The News Journal on June 27th,
 7  2012.
 8      Exhibit 7 is a public notice as it
 9  appeared in the Delaware State wide calendar of
10  meetings and events, describing this proposed
11  action and advertising tonight's public hearing.
12      And finally, Exhibit 8 is EPA's
13  cross-state air pollution rule, known as CSAPR,
14  had modeling based on 2012 emissions, and that
15  modeling indicated that Delaware emissions impact
16  air quality in Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New
17  Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, and Virginia by
18  more than 1 percent of the ozone standard, or by
19  more than .75 parts per billion.
20      Exhibit 8 is a sample letter sent to
21  the air directors of each of those states which
22  asks whether they agree with Delaware that its
23  SIP contains adequate measures that mitigate
24  significant impact on their state, and if they
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 1  don't agree, to identify where they believe our
 2  SIP is lacking.
 3      And this completes the Department's
 4  statement.
 5      MS. VEST: Okay.  Thank you, Ron.
 6  Let the record reflect that Exhibits 1 through 8
 7  as identified just now by the Department are
 8  hereby entered into the record.  Does the
 9  Department have any further comments that they
10  wish to add at this time?
11      MR. AMIRIKIAN: No.
12      MS. VEST: Okay.  At this point, I
13  would open up the floor to anyone in attendance
14  here that may wish to offer comments for the
15  record.
16      Can you state your name, and who
17  you're with for the record, sir.
18      MR. FUSCO: Yes.  My name is Mike
19  Fusco, F-u-s-c-o.  I'm with Safety Clean Systems.
20  And it's more of a question than a comment here.
21  In May, the Ozone Transport Commission adopted a
22  new model rule for solvent decreasing, and I
23  don't believe that this -- the SIP that you're
24  proposing includes the new solvent decreasing
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 1  standards.
 2      I was just wondering, is the State
 3  of Delaware considering adopting those standards
 4  at this time, or is there no decision on that at
 5  this moment?
 6      MR. AMIRIKIAN: You're correct, at
 7  this time this SIP doesn't address, include that
 8  new standard.  And actually, this SIP doesn't
 9  include any new standards.
10      MR. FUSCO: Okay.
11      MR. AMIRIKIAN: What it's doing is
12  demonstrating that the existing things that we
13  have on the books are adequate to mitigate our
14  impact on other states.
15      Regarding the new OTC rule, I don't
16  think it's been decided whether we're going to
17  adopt it yet or not, but if we do adopt it, we'll
18  go through a similar process that we're going
19  through now.  We hold a public hearing and then
20  advertise it and take comments on that, once we
21  get a proposal.
22      MR. FUSCO: And one thing I would
23  just add as a comment on that -- again, I know
24  it's not necessarily germane to the topic here.
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 1      MS. VEST: You're fine.
 2      MR. FUSCO: We are obviously
 3  monitoring the adoption of this rule in all 13
 4  OTC states, and the one concern that we have with
 5  adoption is if all states tend to adopt at the
 6  same time, there will be a massive demand for
 7  equipment change-out that -- that may actually
 8  exceed the ability to manufacture replacement
 9  equipment.
10      We don't know if this is going to be
11  the case or not, because we don't know how states
12  are going to adopt this.  But we would just ask
13  that if -- if or when the State moves towards
14  adoption, you know, we will provide separate
15  comments at that time.
16      But depending on the volume of
17  states adopting, we may ask for an extended
18  period to phase the new regulations in, just to
19  meet the demand that's out in the field.
20      And we'll be able to provide
21  documentation.  We're working with our suppliers
22  now.  So we'll be able to provide documentation
23  as to what's possible or not.
24      MR. AMIRIKIAN: Okay.
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 1      MR. FUSCO: That's all I had.
 2      MS. VEST: Okay.  Thank you, sir.
 3  At this point, the record should reflect that
 4  there are no other members of the public here
 5  tonight to offer comment.  However, as I noted
 6  previously, due to the new law that the Governor
 7  signed, the record will remain open in this
 8  matter for an additional 15 days for receipt of
 9  additional public comment.  That means it is open
10  through close of business on Friday, August 17th,
11  2012.
12      At this point, since there's no one
13  else that has come to attend the hearing, and all
14  publication and notification requirements have
15  been met pertaining to this promulgation, I'm
16  going to go ahead and conclude the hearing at
17  this time.  Thank you.
18      (Hearing concluded at 6:18 p.m.)
19  
20  
21  
22  
23  
24  
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 1                 MS. VEST:  Good evening.  The time
  


 2    is now 6:04 p.m. on Thursday, August 2, 2012, and
  


 3    we're going to go ahead and start tonight's
  


 4    proceedings.  The purpose of tonight's hearing is
  


 5    to receive public comment on a proposed state
  


 6    implementation plan revision addressing
  


 7    infrastructure requirements of the Clean Air Act.
  


 8                 Just some protocol for this hearing.
  


 9    After my brief introductory remarks, I am going
  


10    to turn it over to Department staff, who I
  


11    believe have a brief presentation and statement
  


12    for the record.  We will also be entering
  


13    exhibits into the record, and at that time,
  


14    following that time, rather, we'll open it up for
  


15    anyone here attending the hearing tonight for any
  


16    public comment that may wish to be offered for
  


17    the record.
  


18                 Just as protocol, again, there is a
  


19    new law that the Governor signed which has now
  


20    become effective, that regardless of the amount
  


21    of public comment, following the hearing all
  


22    public hearings must stay open for an additional
  


23    15 days.
  


24                 So, although we'll probably not have
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 1    a very long hearing this evening, the record will
  


 2    remain open for any additional public comment
  


 3    that may come in between now and close of
  


 4    business on Friday, August 17th.
  


 5                 That being said, I'm going to turn
  


 6    it over to divisional staff for their
  


 7    presentation.
  


 8                 MR. AMIRIKIAN:  Thank you.  I have a
  


 9    statement for the record.  Good evening, my name
  


10    is Ron Amirikian, and I'm the planning branch
  


11    manager for the Department of Natural Resources
  


12    and Environmental Control Division of Air
  


13    Quality.
  


14                 The purpose of tonight's public
  


15    hearing is to receive comments on a proposed
  


16    state implementation plan, known as SIP, revision
  


17    that addresses the infrastructure requirements of
  


18    the Clean Air Act, and this is for the 2008 ozone
  


19    eight-hour national ambient air quality standard.
  


20    And we call it infrastructure, SIP, and that's
  


21    really addressing the requirements of section of
  


22    110(a)(2) A through M of the Clean Air Act.
  


23                 On March 12, 2008, the Environmental
  


24    Protection Agency revised the national ambient
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 1    air quality standard for the pollutant ozone.
  


 2    The EPA reduced the standard from .08 parts per
  


 3    million to .075.  The Federal Clean Air Act
  


 4    requires each state to submit to the EPA a State
  


 5    implementation plan that provides for the
  


 6    implementation, maintenance, and enforcement of
  


 7    any newly promulgated or revised national ambient
  


 8    air quality standards.
  


 9                 A State implementation plan is a
  


10    State plan that identifies how the State will
  


11    attain and maintain air quality that conforms to
  


12    each primary and secondary ambient air quality
  


13    standard.  The SIP is a complex, fluid document
  


14    containing regulations, source-specific
  


15    requirements, and non-regulatory requirements,
  


16    such as plans and emissions inventories.
  


17                 Delaware's initial SIP was approved
  


18    by the EPA on May 31, 1972.  And since this
  


19    initial approval, the Delaware SIP has been
  


20    revised numerous times to address air quality
  


21    non-attainment and maintenance issues.  This was
  


22    done by updating plans and inventories and adding
  


23    new and revised regulatory control requirements.
  


24    Delaware's SIP is compiled in the Code of Federal
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 1    Regulations at 40 CFR, part 52, subpart I.
  


 2                 So, the EPA action that we're
  


 3    talking about tonight is the ozone national
  


 4    ambient air quality standard revision, and
  


 5    Delaware has been in non-attainment for the ozone
  


 6    standard for many years, and the EPA's regulated
  


 7    Federally ozone for many years.  Because of this,
  


 8    Delaware's SIP already addresses the requirements
  


 9    of clean air act section 110(a)(2) relative to
  


10    ozone.
  


11                 In addition, Delaware has repeatedly
  


12    regulated its sources under the non-attainment
  


13    provisions of the Clean Air Act, and they are now
  


14    well controlled.  So it is our position that all
  


15    of the Clean Air Act 110 requirements are already
  


16    clearly addressed in Delaware's SIP.
  


17                 On January 17th, 2012, Delaware
  


18    submitted to the EPA a letter which constituted
  


19    Delaware's determination and justification that
  


20    it has complied with the requirements of
  


21    110(a)(2) of the Clean Air Act with respect to
  


22    the .075 PPM ozone NAAQS.
  


23                 And just an excerpt from that letter
  


24    stated to EPA, "Delaware has reviewed its SIP and
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 1    determined that all elements required in Clean
  


 2    Air Act 110(a)(2) for the .075 PPM ozone NAAQS
  


 3    have been met through earlier SIP submissions in
  


 4    connection with previous ozone standards.  And
  


 5    then discussion of each Clean Air Act 110(a)(2)
  


 6    element was specifically addressed in formal
  


 7    submittals to the EPA dated December 13th, 2007
  


 8    and September 16th, 2009."
  


 9                 And just a note that those two SIP,
  


10    the 2007 SIP and the 2009 SIP are included as
  


11    attachments to the document we're presenting
  


12    tonight.
  


13                 "These prior submittals addressed
  


14    110(a)(2) requirements for the 1997 eight-hour
  


15    ozone NAAQS, and Delaware believes that no
  


16    changes are needed for Delaware to implement and
  


17    enforce the revised 2008 ozone NAAQS.  This
  


18    letter confirms and certifies that Delaware's
  


19    current SIP is adequate to address all applicable
  


20    Clean Air Act 110(a)(2) requirements for the .075
  


21    PPM ozone NAAQS."
  


22                 And that's what the letter stated
  


23    that we submitted to the EPA on January 17th,
  


24    2012.
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 1                 Then on March the 29th, 2012, the
  


 2    EPA returned Delaware's letter as incomplete for
  


 3    two reasons.  First, EPA noted that Delaware's
  


 4    submittal did not include documents to show that
  


 5    it had gone through the notice of hearing
  


 6    requirements of 40 CFR, Part 51, Appendix V.
  


 7                 Second, EPA indicated that the
  


 8    submittal was incomplete regarding what they
  


 9    called a negative declaration related to
  


10    110(a)(2)(D)(i)(I).  That's a Clean Air Act
  


11    reference, because, and EPA stated "because EPA
  


12    would expect a demonstration that contains
  


13    information supporting a claim that a State does
  


14    not significantly contribute or interfere with
  


15    maintenance of the 2008 ozone NAAQS in other
  


16    states."
  


17                 So the SIP revision being proposed
  


18    tonight is to fulfill the requirements of Clean
  


19    Air Act 110(a)(2) relative to the 2008 ozone
  


20    NAAQS, and the purpose of this revision is to
  


21    address the two EPA comments identified that I
  


22    just stated.  First, that Delaware must provide
  


23    for public notice pursuant to 40 CFR Part 51,
  


24    Appendix V.  And second, that EPA would expect a
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 1    demonstration that contains information
  


 2    supporting the claim that a State does not
  


 3    significantly contribute or interfere with
  


 4    maintenance of the 2008 ozone NAAQS in other
  


 5    states.
  


 6                 So, Delaware is making this
  


 7    submission in the absence of any proposed EPA
  


 8    guidance, and is therefore relying on existing
  


 9    guidance and past practices as well as what
  


10    Delaware believes to be a rational approach.
  


11                 Delaware notes that while it has
  


12    determined that emissions occurring from within
  


13    Delaware are now well controlled and do not
  


14    significantly contribute or interfere with
  


15    maintenance of the 2008 ozone standard in any
  


16    other state.
  


17                 And then conversely, Delaware and
  


18    EPA both agree that Delaware's ozone air quality
  


19    problems are primarily caused by emissions from
  


20    outside of Delaware.  And as part of this
  


21    submittal, Delaware is going to be encouraging
  


22    the EPA to use this proposed SIP document as a
  


23    template in formulating its guidance, and require
  


24    other states to submit similar analysis.
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 1                 So with that background, the
  


 2    Department enters the following eight supporting
  


 3    exhibits into the record:
  


 4                 Exhibit 1 is the National Ambient
  


 5    Air Quality Standards final rule, 73 Federal
  


 6    Register 16436, dated March 27, 2008.  This final
  


 7    EPA rule lowered the eight-hour ozone standard
  


 8    from .08 to .075 PPM.
  


 9                 Exhibit 2 is the Department's
  


10    proposed state implementation plan to address
  


11    Clean Air Act section 110 infrastructure elements
  


12    for the 2008 ozone standard, as it was submitted
  


13    to the Delaware Register.
  


14                 And then Exhibits 3 and 4 is a
  


15    Register notice as it appeared on page 114 of the
  


16    Delaware Register of Regulations on July 1, 2012,
  


17    describing this proposed action and advertising
  


18    tonight's public hearing.  And in addition, the
  


19    Department's proposed state implementation plan
  


20    revision to address the Clean Air Act section 110
  


21    infrastructure elements for the 2008 ozone
  


22    standard as it appeared on pages 114 through 142
  


23    of the Delaware Register of Regulations on July
  


24    1, 2012.
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 1                 Exhibit 5 is an affidavit and notice
  


 2    as it appeared in the Delaware State News on June
  


 3    27th, 2012, describing this proposed action and
  


 4    advertising tonight's public hearing.
  


 5                 Exhibit 6 is that same information
  


 6    as appeared in The News Journal on June 27th,
  


 7    2012.
  


 8                 Exhibit 7 is a public notice as it
  


 9    appeared in the Delaware State wide calendar of
  


10    meetings and events, describing this proposed
  


11    action and advertising tonight's public hearing.
  


12                 And finally, Exhibit 8 is EPA's
  


13    cross-state air pollution rule, known as CSAPR,
  


14    had modeling based on 2012 emissions, and that
  


15    modeling indicated that Delaware emissions impact
  


16    air quality in Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New
  


17    Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, and Virginia by
  


18    more than 1 percent of the ozone standard, or by
  


19    more than .75 parts per billion.
  


20                 Exhibit 8 is a sample letter sent to
  


21    the air directors of each of those states which
  


22    asks whether they agree with Delaware that its
  


23    SIP contains adequate measures that mitigate
  


24    significant impact on their state, and if they
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 1    don't agree, to identify where they believe our
  


 2    SIP is lacking.
  


 3                 And this completes the Department's
  


 4    statement.
  


 5                 MS. VEST:  Okay.  Thank you, Ron.
  


 6    Let the record reflect that Exhibits 1 through 8
  


 7    as identified just now by the Department are
  


 8    hereby entered into the record.  Does the
  


 9    Department have any further comments that they
  


10    wish to add at this time?
  


11                 MR. AMIRIKIAN:  No.
  


12                 MS. VEST:  Okay.  At this point, I
  


13    would open up the floor to anyone in attendance
  


14    here that may wish to offer comments for the
  


15    record.
  


16                 Can you state your name, and who
  


17    you're with for the record, sir.
  


18                 MR. FUSCO:  Yes.  My name is Mike
  


19    Fusco, F-u-s-c-o.  I'm with Safety Clean Systems.
  


20    And it's more of a question than a comment here.
  


21    In May, the Ozone Transport Commission adopted a
  


22    new model rule for solvent decreasing, and I
  


23    don't believe that this -- the SIP that you're
  


24    proposing includes the new solvent decreasing
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 1    standards.
  


 2                 I was just wondering, is the State
  


 3    of Delaware considering adopting those standards
  


 4    at this time, or is there no decision on that at
  


 5    this moment?
  


 6                 MR. AMIRIKIAN:  You're correct, at
  


 7    this time this SIP doesn't address, include that
  


 8    new standard.  And actually, this SIP doesn't
  


 9    include any new standards.
  


10                 MR. FUSCO:  Okay.
  


11                 MR. AMIRIKIAN:  What it's doing is
  


12    demonstrating that the existing things that we
  


13    have on the books are adequate to mitigate our
  


14    impact on other states.
  


15                 Regarding the new OTC rule, I don't
  


16    think it's been decided whether we're going to
  


17    adopt it yet or not, but if we do adopt it, we'll
  


18    go through a similar process that we're going
  


19    through now.  We hold a public hearing and then
  


20    advertise it and take comments on that, once we
  


21    get a proposal.
  


22                 MR. FUSCO:  And one thing I would
  


23    just add as a comment on that -- again, I know
  


24    it's not necessarily germane to the topic here.
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 1                 MS. VEST:  You're fine.
  


 2                 MR. FUSCO:  We are obviously
  


 3    monitoring the adoption of this rule in all 13
  


 4    OTC states, and the one concern that we have with
  


 5    adoption is if all states tend to adopt at the
  


 6    same time, there will be a massive demand for
  


 7    equipment change-out that -- that may actually
  


 8    exceed the ability to manufacture replacement
  


 9    equipment.
  


10                 We don't know if this is going to be
  


11    the case or not, because we don't know how states
  


12    are going to adopt this.  But we would just ask
  


13    that if -- if or when the State moves towards
  


14    adoption, you know, we will provide separate
  


15    comments at that time.
  


16                 But depending on the volume of
  


17    states adopting, we may ask for an extended
  


18    period to phase the new regulations in, just to
  


19    meet the demand that's out in the field.
  


20                 And we'll be able to provide
  


21    documentation.  We're working with our suppliers
  


22    now.  So we'll be able to provide documentation
  


23    as to what's possible or not.
  


24                 MR. AMIRIKIAN:  Okay.
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 1                 MR. FUSCO:  That's all I had.
  


 2                 MS. VEST:  Okay.  Thank you, sir.
  


 3    At this point, the record should reflect that
  


 4    there are no other members of the public here
  


 5    tonight to offer comment.  However, as I noted
  


 6    previously, due to the new law that the Governor
  


 7    signed, the record will remain open in this
  


 8    matter for an additional 15 days for receipt of
  


 9    additional public comment.  That means it is open
  


10    through close of business on Friday, August 17th,
  


11    2012.
  


12                 At this point, since there's no one
  


13    else that has come to attend the hearing, and all
  


14    publication and notification requirements have
  


15    been met pertaining to this promulgation, I'm
  


16    going to go ahead and conclude the hearing at
  


17    this time.  Thank you.
  


18                 (Hearing concluded at 6:18 p.m.)
  


19
  


20
  


21
  


22
  


23
  


24
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          1                  MS. VEST:  Good evening.  The time

          2     is now 6:04 p.m. on Thursday, August 2, 2012, and

          3     we're going to go ahead and start tonight's

          4     proceedings.  The purpose of tonight's hearing is

          5     to receive public comment on a proposed state

          6     implementation plan revision addressing

          7     infrastructure requirements of the Clean Air Act.

          8                  Just some protocol for this hearing.

          9     After my brief introductory remarks, I am going

         10     to turn it over to Department staff, who I

         11     believe have a brief presentation and statement

         12     for the record.  We will also be entering

         13     exhibits into the record, and at that time,

         14     following that time, rather, we'll open it up for

         15     anyone here attending the hearing tonight for any

         16     public comment that may wish to be offered for

         17     the record.

         18                  Just as protocol, again, there is a

         19     new law that the Governor signed which has now

         20     become effective, that regardless of the amount

         21     of public comment, following the hearing all

         22     public hearings must stay open for an additional

         23     15 days.

         24                  So, although we'll probably not have
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          1     a very long hearing this evening, the record will

          2     remain open for any additional public comment

          3     that may come in between now and close of

          4     business on Friday, August 17th.

          5                  That being said, I'm going to turn

          6     it over to divisional staff for their

          7     presentation.

          8                  MR. AMIRIKIAN:  Thank you.  I have a

          9     statement for the record.  Good evening, my name

         10     is Ron Amirikian, and I'm the planning branch

         11     manager for the Department of Natural Resources

         12     and Environmental Control Division of Air

         13     Quality.

         14                  The purpose of tonight's public

         15     hearing is to receive comments on a proposed

         16     state implementation plan, known as SIP, revision

         17     that addresses the infrastructure requirements of

         18     the Clean Air Act, and this is for the 2008 ozone

         19     eight-hour national ambient air quality standard.

         20     And we call it infrastructure, SIP, and that's

         21     really addressing the requirements of section of

         22     110(a)(2) A through M of the Clean Air Act.

         23                  On March 12, 2008, the Environmental

         24     Protection Agency revised the national ambient
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          1     air quality standard for the pollutant ozone.

          2     The EPA reduced the standard from .08 parts per

          3     million to .075.  The Federal Clean Air Act

          4     requires each state to submit to the EPA a State

          5     implementation plan that provides for the

          6     implementation, maintenance, and enforcement of

          7     any newly promulgated or revised national ambient

          8     air quality standards.

          9                  A State implementation plan is a

         10     State plan that identifies how the State will

         11     attain and maintain air quality that conforms to

         12     each primary and secondary ambient air quality

         13     standard.  The SIP is a complex, fluid document

         14     containing regulations, source-specific

         15     requirements, and non-regulatory requirements,

         16     such as plans and emissions inventories.

         17                  Delaware's initial SIP was approved

         18     by the EPA on May 31, 1972.  And since this

         19     initial approval, the Delaware SIP has been

         20     revised numerous times to address air quality

         21     non-attainment and maintenance issues.  This was

         22     done by updating plans and inventories and adding

         23     new and revised regulatory control requirements.

         24     Delaware's SIP is compiled in the Code of Federal
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          1     Regulations at 40 CFR, part 52, subpart I.

          2                  So, the EPA action that we're

          3     talking about tonight is the ozone national

          4     ambient air quality standard revision, and

          5     Delaware has been in non-attainment for the ozone

          6     standard for many years, and the EPA's regulated

          7     Federally ozone for many years.  Because of this,

          8     Delaware's SIP already addresses the requirements

          9     of clean air act section 110(a)(2) relative to

         10     ozone.

         11                  In addition, Delaware has repeatedly

         12     regulated its sources under the non-attainment

         13     provisions of the Clean Air Act, and they are now

         14     well controlled.  So it is our position that all

         15     of the Clean Air Act 110 requirements are already

         16     clearly addressed in Delaware's SIP.

         17                  On January 17th, 2012, Delaware

         18     submitted to the EPA a letter which constituted

         19     Delaware's determination and justification that

         20     it has complied with the requirements of

         21     110(a)(2) of the Clean Air Act with respect to

         22     the .075 PPM ozone NAAQS.

         23                  And just an excerpt from that letter

         24     stated to EPA, "Delaware has reviewed its SIP and
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          1     determined that all elements required in Clean

          2     Air Act 110(a)(2) for the .075 PPM ozone NAAQS

          3     have been met through earlier SIP submissions in

          4     connection with previous ozone standards.  And

          5     then discussion of each Clean Air Act 110(a)(2)

          6     element was specifically addressed in formal

          7     submittals to the EPA dated December 13th, 2007

          8     and September 16th, 2009."

          9                  And just a note that those two SIP,

         10     the 2007 SIP and the 2009 SIP are included as

         11     attachments to the document we're presenting

         12     tonight.

         13                  "These prior submittals addressed

         14     110(a)(2) requirements for the 1997 eight-hour

         15     ozone NAAQS, and Delaware believes that no

         16     changes are needed for Delaware to implement and

         17     enforce the revised 2008 ozone NAAQS.  This

         18     letter confirms and certifies that Delaware's

         19     current SIP is adequate to address all applicable

         20     Clean Air Act 110(a)(2) requirements for the .075

         21     PPM ozone NAAQS."

         22                  And that's what the letter stated

         23     that we submitted to the EPA on January 17th,

         24     2012.
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          1                  Then on March the 29th, 2012, the

          2     EPA returned Delaware's letter as incomplete for

          3     two reasons.  First, EPA noted that Delaware's

          4     submittal did not include documents to show that

          5     it had gone through the notice of hearing

          6     requirements of 40 CFR, Part 51, Appendix V.

          7                  Second, EPA indicated that the

          8     submittal was incomplete regarding what they

          9     called a negative declaration related to

         10     110(a)(2)(D)(i)(I).  That's a Clean Air Act

         11     reference, because, and EPA stated "because EPA

         12     would expect a demonstration that contains

         13     information supporting a claim that a State does

         14     not significantly contribute or interfere with

         15     maintenance of the 2008 ozone NAAQS in other

         16     states."

         17                  So the SIP revision being proposed

         18     tonight is to fulfill the requirements of Clean

         19     Air Act 110(a)(2) relative to the 2008 ozone

         20     NAAQS, and the purpose of this revision is to

         21     address the two EPA comments identified that I

         22     just stated.  First, that Delaware must provide

         23     for public notice pursuant to 40 CFR Part 51,

         24     Appendix V.  And second, that EPA would expect a
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          1     demonstration that contains information

          2     supporting the claim that a State does not

          3     significantly contribute or interfere with

          4     maintenance of the 2008 ozone NAAQS in other

          5     states.

          6                  So, Delaware is making this

          7     submission in the absence of any proposed EPA

          8     guidance, and is therefore relying on existing

          9     guidance and past practices as well as what

         10     Delaware believes to be a rational approach.

         11                  Delaware notes that while it has

         12     determined that emissions occurring from within

         13     Delaware are now well controlled and do not

         14     significantly contribute or interfere with

         15     maintenance of the 2008 ozone standard in any

         16     other state.

         17                  And then conversely, Delaware and

         18     EPA both agree that Delaware's ozone air quality

         19     problems are primarily caused by emissions from

         20     outside of Delaware.  And as part of this

         21     submittal, Delaware is going to be encouraging

         22     the EPA to use this proposed SIP document as a

         23     template in formulating its guidance, and require

         24     other states to submit similar analysis.
                                                                  9



          1                  So with that background, the

          2     Department enters the following eight supporting

          3     exhibits into the record:

          4                  Exhibit 1 is the National Ambient

          5     Air Quality Standards final rule, 73 Federal

          6     Register 16436, dated March 27, 2008.  This final

          7     EPA rule lowered the eight-hour ozone standard

          8     from .08 to .075 PPM.

          9                  Exhibit 2 is the Department's

         10     proposed state implementation plan to address

         11     Clean Air Act section 110 infrastructure elements

         12     for the 2008 ozone standard, as it was submitted

         13     to the Delaware Register.

         14                  And then Exhibits 3 and 4 is a

         15     Register notice as it appeared on page 114 of the

         16     Delaware Register of Regulations on July 1, 2012,

         17     describing this proposed action and advertising

         18     tonight's public hearing.  And in addition, the

         19     Department's proposed state implementation plan

         20     revision to address the Clean Air Act section 110

         21     infrastructure elements for the 2008 ozone

         22     standard as it appeared on pages 114 through 142

         23     of the Delaware Register of Regulations on July

         24     1, 2012.
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          1                  Exhibit 5 is an affidavit and notice

          2     as it appeared in the Delaware State News on June

          3     27th, 2012, describing this proposed action and

          4     advertising tonight's public hearing.

          5                  Exhibit 6 is that same information

          6     as appeared in The News Journal on June 27th,

          7     2012.

          8                  Exhibit 7 is a public notice as it

          9     appeared in the Delaware State wide calendar of

         10     meetings and events, describing this proposed

         11     action and advertising tonight's public hearing.

         12                  And finally, Exhibit 8 is EPA's

         13     cross-state air pollution rule, known as CSAPR,

         14     had modeling based on 2012 emissions, and that

         15     modeling indicated that Delaware emissions impact

         16     air quality in Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New

         17     Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, and Virginia by

         18     more than 1 percent of the ozone standard, or by

         19     more than .75 parts per billion.

         20                  Exhibit 8 is a sample letter sent to

         21     the air directors of each of those states which

         22     asks whether they agree with Delaware that its

         23     SIP contains adequate measures that mitigate

         24     significant impact on their state, and if they
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          1     don't agree, to identify where they believe our

          2     SIP is lacking.

          3                  And this completes the Department's

          4     statement.

          5                  MS. VEST:  Okay.  Thank you, Ron.

          6     Let the record reflect that Exhibits 1 through 8

          7     as identified just now by the Department are

          8     hereby entered into the record.  Does the

          9     Department have any further comments that they

         10     wish to add at this time?

         11                  MR. AMIRIKIAN:  No.

         12                  MS. VEST:  Okay.  At this point, I

         13     would open up the floor to anyone in attendance

         14     here that may wish to offer comments for the

         15     record.

         16                  Can you state your name, and who

         17     you're with for the record, sir.

         18                  MR. FUSCO:  Yes.  My name is Mike

         19     Fusco, F-u-s-c-o.  I'm with Safety Clean Systems.

         20     And it's more of a question than a comment here.

         21     In May, the Ozone Transport Commission adopted a

         22     new model rule for solvent decreasing, and I

         23     don't believe that this -- the SIP that you're

         24     proposing includes the new solvent decreasing
                                                                 12



          1     standards.

          2                  I was just wondering, is the State

          3     of Delaware considering adopting those standards

          4     at this time, or is there no decision on that at

          5     this moment?

          6                  MR. AMIRIKIAN:  You're correct, at

          7     this time this SIP doesn't address, include that

          8     new standard.  And actually, this SIP doesn't

          9     include any new standards.

         10                  MR. FUSCO:  Okay.

         11                  MR. AMIRIKIAN:  What it's doing is

         12     demonstrating that the existing things that we

         13     have on the books are adequate to mitigate our

         14     impact on other states.

         15                  Regarding the new OTC rule, I don't

         16     think it's been decided whether we're going to

         17     adopt it yet or not, but if we do adopt it, we'll

         18     go through a similar process that we're going

         19     through now.  We hold a public hearing and then

         20     advertise it and take comments on that, once we

         21     get a proposal.

         22                  MR. FUSCO:  And one thing I would

         23     just add as a comment on that -- again, I know

         24     it's not necessarily germane to the topic here.
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          1                  MS. VEST:  You're fine.

          2                  MR. FUSCO:  We are obviously

          3     monitoring the adoption of this rule in all 13

          4     OTC states, and the one concern that we have with

          5     adoption is if all states tend to adopt at the

          6     same time, there will be a massive demand for

          7     equipment change-out that -- that may actually

          8     exceed the ability to manufacture replacement

          9     equipment.

         10                  We don't know if this is going to be

         11     the case or not, because we don't know how states

         12     are going to adopt this.  But we would just ask

         13     that if -- if or when the State moves towards

         14     adoption, you know, we will provide separate

         15     comments at that time.

         16                  But depending on the volume of

         17     states adopting, we may ask for an extended

         18     period to phase the new regulations in, just to

         19     meet the demand that's out in the field.

         20                  And we'll be able to provide

         21     documentation.  We're working with our suppliers

         22     now.  So we'll be able to provide documentation

         23     as to what's possible or not.

         24                  MR. AMIRIKIAN:  Okay.
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          1                  MR. FUSCO:  That's all I had.

          2                  MS. VEST:  Okay.  Thank you, sir.

          3     At this point, the record should reflect that

          4     there are no other members of the public here

          5     tonight to offer comment.  However, as I noted

          6     previously, due to the new law that the Governor

          7     signed, the record will remain open in this

          8     matter for an additional 15 days for receipt of

          9     additional public comment.  That means it is open

         10     through close of business on Friday, August 17th,

         11     2012.

         12                  At this point, since there's no one

         13     else that has come to attend the hearing, and all

         14     publication and notification requirements have

         15     been met pertaining to this promulgation, I'm

         16     going to go ahead and conclude the hearing at

         17     this time.  Thank you.

         18                  (Hearing concluded at 6:18 p.m.)

         19

         20

         21

         22

         23

         24
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 1                  MS. VEST:  Good evening.  The time


 2     is now 6:04 p.m. on Thursday, August 2, 2012, and


 3     we're going to go ahead and start tonight's


 4     proceedings.  The purpose of tonight's hearing is


 5     to receive public comment on a proposed state


 6     implementation plan revision addressing


 7     infrastructure requirements of the Clean Air Act.


 8                  Just some protocol for this hearing.


 9     After my brief introductory remarks, I am going


10     to turn it over to Department staff, who I


11     believe have a brief presentation and statement


12     for the record.  We will also be entering


13     exhibits into the record, and at that time,


14     following that time, rather, we'll open it up for


15     anyone here attending the hearing tonight for any


16     public comment that may wish to be offered for


17     the record.


18                  Just as protocol, again, there is a


19     new law that the Governor signed which has now


20     become effective, that regardless of the amount


21     of public comment, following the hearing all


22     public hearings must stay open for an additional


23     15 days.


24                  So, although we'll probably not have
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 1     a very long hearing this evening, the record will


 2     remain open for any additional public comment


 3     that may come in between now and close of


 4     business on Friday, August 17th.


 5                  That being said, I'm going to turn


 6     it over to divisional staff for their


 7     presentation.


 8                  MR. AMIRIKIAN:  Thank you.  I have a


 9     statement for the record.  Good evening, my name


10     is Ron Amirikian, and I'm the planning branch


11     manager for the Department of Natural Resources


12     and Environmental Control Division of Air


13     Quality.


14                  The purpose of tonight's public


15     hearing is to receive comments on a proposed


16     state implementation plan, known as SIP, revision


17     that addresses the infrastructure requirements of


18     the Clean Air Act, and this is for the 2008 ozone


19     eight-hour national ambient air quality standard.


20     And we call it infrastructure, SIP, and that's


21     really addressing the requirements of section of


22     110(a)(2) A through M of the Clean Air Act.


23                  On March 12, 2008, the Environmental


24     Protection Agency revised the national ambient
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 1     air quality standard for the pollutant ozone.


 2     The EPA reduced the standard from .08 parts per


 3     million to .075.  The Federal Clean Air Act


 4     requires each state to submit to the EPA a State


 5     implementation plan that provides for the


 6     implementation, maintenance, and enforcement of


 7     any newly promulgated or revised national ambient


 8     air quality standards.


 9                  A State implementation plan is a


10     State plan that identifies how the State will


11     attain and maintain air quality that conforms to


12     each primary and secondary ambient air quality


13     standard.  The SIP is a complex, fluid document


14     containing regulations, source-specific


15     requirements, and non-regulatory requirements,


16     such as plans and emissions inventories.


17                  Delaware's initial SIP was approved


18     by the EPA on May 31, 1972.  And since this


19     initial approval, the Delaware SIP has been


20     revised numerous times to address air quality


21     non-attainment and maintenance issues.  This was


22     done by updating plans and inventories and adding


23     new and revised regulatory control requirements.


24     Delaware's SIP is compiled in the Code of Federal
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 1     Regulations at 40 CFR, part 52, subpart I.


 2                  So, the EPA action that we're


 3     talking about tonight is the ozone national


 4     ambient air quality standard revision, and


 5     Delaware has been in non-attainment for the ozone


 6     standard for many years, and the EPA's regulated


 7     Federally ozone for many years.  Because of this,


 8     Delaware's SIP already addresses the requirements


 9     of clean air act section 110(a)(2) relative to


10     ozone.


11                  In addition, Delaware has repeatedly


12     regulated its sources under the non-attainment


13     provisions of the Clean Air Act, and they are now


14     well controlled.  So it is our position that all


15     of the Clean Air Act 110 requirements are already


16     clearly addressed in Delaware's SIP.


17                  On January 17th, 2012, Delaware


18     submitted to the EPA a letter which constituted


19     Delaware's determination and justification that


20     it has complied with the requirements of


21     110(a)(2) of the Clean Air Act with respect to


22     the .075 PPM ozone NAAQS.


23                  And just an excerpt from that letter


24     stated to EPA, "Delaware has reviewed its SIP and
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 1     determined that all elements required in Clean


 2     Air Act 110(a)(2) for the .075 PPM ozone NAAQS


 3     have been met through earlier SIP submissions in


 4     connection with previous ozone standards.  And


 5     then discussion of each Clean Air Act 110(a)(2)


 6     element was specifically addressed in formal


 7     submittals to the EPA dated December 13th, 2007


 8     and September 16th, 2009."


 9                  And just a note that those two SIP,


10     the 2007 SIP and the 2009 SIP are included as


11     attachments to the document we're presenting


12     tonight.


13                  "These prior submittals addressed


14     110(a)(2) requirements for the 1997 eight-hour


15     ozone NAAQS, and Delaware believes that no


16     changes are needed for Delaware to implement and


17     enforce the revised 2008 ozone NAAQS.  This


18     letter confirms and certifies that Delaware's


19     current SIP is adequate to address all applicable


20     Clean Air Act 110(a)(2) requirements for the .075


21     PPM ozone NAAQS."


22                  And that's what the letter stated


23     that we submitted to the EPA on January 17th,


24     2012.
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 1                  Then on March the 29th, 2012, the


 2     EPA returned Delaware's letter as incomplete for


 3     two reasons.  First, EPA noted that Delaware's


 4     submittal did not include documents to show that


 5     it had gone through the notice of hearing


 6     requirements of 40 CFR, Part 51, Appendix V.


 7                  Second, EPA indicated that the


 8     submittal was incomplete regarding what they


 9     called a negative declaration related to


10     110(a)(2)(D)(i)(I).  That's a Clean Air Act


11     reference, because, and EPA stated "because EPA


12     would expect a demonstration that contains


13     information supporting a claim that a State does


14     not significantly contribute or interfere with


15     maintenance of the 2008 ozone NAAQS in other


16     states."


17                  So the SIP revision being proposed


18     tonight is to fulfill the requirements of Clean


19     Air Act 110(a)(2) relative to the 2008 ozone


20     NAAQS, and the purpose of this revision is to


21     address the two EPA comments identified that I


22     just stated.  First, that Delaware must provide


23     for public notice pursuant to 40 CFR Part 51,


24     Appendix V.  And second, that EPA would expect a
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 1     demonstration that contains information


 2     supporting the claim that a State does not


 3     significantly contribute or interfere with


 4     maintenance of the 2008 ozone NAAQS in other


 5     states.


 6                  So, Delaware is making this


 7     submission in the absence of any proposed EPA


 8     guidance, and is therefore relying on existing


 9     guidance and past practices as well as what


10     Delaware believes to be a rational approach.


11                  Delaware notes that while it has


12     determined that emissions occurring from within


13     Delaware are now well controlled and do not


14     significantly contribute or interfere with


15     maintenance of the 2008 ozone standard in any


16     other state.


17                  And then conversely, Delaware and


18     EPA both agree that Delaware's ozone air quality


19     problems are primarily caused by emissions from


20     outside of Delaware.  And as part of this


21     submittal, Delaware is going to be encouraging


22     the EPA to use this proposed SIP document as a


23     template in formulating its guidance, and require


24     other states to submit similar analysis.
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 1                  So with that background, the


 2     Department enters the following eight supporting


 3     exhibits into the record:


 4                  Exhibit 1 is the National Ambient


 5     Air Quality Standards final rule, 73 Federal


 6     Register 16436, dated March 27, 2008.  This final


 7     EPA rule lowered the eight-hour ozone standard


 8     from .08 to .075 PPM.


 9                  Exhibit 2 is the Department's


10     proposed state implementation plan to address


11     Clean Air Act section 110 infrastructure elements


12     for the 2008 ozone standard, as it was submitted


13     to the Delaware Register.


14                  And then Exhibits 3 and 4 is a


15     Register notice as it appeared on page 114 of the


16     Delaware Register of Regulations on July 1, 2012,


17     describing this proposed action and advertising


18     tonight's public hearing.  And in addition, the


19     Department's proposed state implementation plan


20     revision to address the Clean Air Act section 110


21     infrastructure elements for the 2008 ozone


22     standard as it appeared on pages 114 through 142


23     of the Delaware Register of Regulations on July


24     1, 2012.
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 1                  Exhibit 5 is an affidavit and notice


 2     as it appeared in the Delaware State News on June


 3     27th, 2012, describing this proposed action and


 4     advertising tonight's public hearing.


 5                  Exhibit 6 is that same information


 6     as appeared in The News Journal on June 27th,


 7     2012.


 8                  Exhibit 7 is a public notice as it


 9     appeared in the Delaware State wide calendar of


10     meetings and events, describing this proposed


11     action and advertising tonight's public hearing.


12                  And finally, Exhibit 8 is EPA's


13     cross-state air pollution rule, known as CSAPR,


14     had modeling based on 2012 emissions, and that


15     modeling indicated that Delaware emissions impact


16     air quality in Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New


17     Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, and Virginia by


18     more than 1 percent of the ozone standard, or by


19     more than .75 parts per billion.


20                  Exhibit 8 is a sample letter sent to


21     the air directors of each of those states which


22     asks whether they agree with Delaware that its


23     SIP contains adequate measures that mitigate


24     significant impact on their state, and if they
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 1     don't agree, to identify where they believe our


 2     SIP is lacking.


 3                  And this completes the Department's


 4     statement.


 5                  MS. VEST:  Okay.  Thank you, Ron.


 6     Let the record reflect that Exhibits 1 through 8


 7     as identified just now by the Department are


 8     hereby entered into the record.  Does the


 9     Department have any further comments that they


10     wish to add at this time?


11                  MR. AMIRIKIAN:  No.


12                  MS. VEST:  Okay.  At this point, I


13     would open up the floor to anyone in attendance


14     here that may wish to offer comments for the


15     record.


16                  Can you state your name, and who


17     you're with for the record, sir.


18                  MR. FUSCO:  Yes.  My name is Mike


19     Fusco, F-u-s-c-o.  I'm with Safety Clean Systems.


20     And it's more of a question than a comment here.


21     In May, the Ozone Transport Commission adopted a


22     new model rule for solvent decreasing, and I


23     don't believe that this -- the SIP that you're


24     proposing includes the new solvent decreasing
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 1     standards.


 2                  I was just wondering, is the State


 3     of Delaware considering adopting those standards


 4     at this time, or is there no decision on that at


 5     this moment?


 6                  MR. AMIRIKIAN:  You're correct, at


 7     this time this SIP doesn't address, include that


 8     new standard.  And actually, this SIP doesn't


 9     include any new standards.


10                  MR. FUSCO:  Okay.


11                  MR. AMIRIKIAN:  What it's doing is


12     demonstrating that the existing things that we


13     have on the books are adequate to mitigate our


14     impact on other states.


15                  Regarding the new OTC rule, I don't


16     think it's been decided whether we're going to


17     adopt it yet or not, but if we do adopt it, we'll


18     go through a similar process that we're going


19     through now.  We hold a public hearing and then


20     advertise it and take comments on that, once we


21     get a proposal.


22                  MR. FUSCO:  And one thing I would


23     just add as a comment on that -- again, I know


24     it's not necessarily germane to the topic here.
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 1                  MS. VEST:  You're fine.


 2                  MR. FUSCO:  We are obviously


 3     monitoring the adoption of this rule in all 13


 4     OTC states, and the one concern that we have with


 5     adoption is if all states tend to adopt at the


 6     same time, there will be a massive demand for


 7     equipment change-out that -- that may actually


 8     exceed the ability to manufacture replacement


 9     equipment.


10                  We don't know if this is going to be


11     the case or not, because we don't know how states


12     are going to adopt this.  But we would just ask


13     that if -- if or when the State moves towards


14     adoption, you know, we will provide separate


15     comments at that time.


16                  But depending on the volume of


17     states adopting, we may ask for an extended


18     period to phase the new regulations in, just to


19     meet the demand that's out in the field.


20                  And we'll be able to provide


21     documentation.  We're working with our suppliers


22     now.  So we'll be able to provide documentation


23     as to what's possible or not.


24                  MR. AMIRIKIAN:  Okay.
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 1                  MR. FUSCO:  That's all I had.


 2                  MS. VEST:  Okay.  Thank you, sir.


 3     At this point, the record should reflect that


 4     there are no other members of the public here


 5     tonight to offer comment.  However, as I noted


 6     previously, due to the new law that the Governor


 7     signed, the record will remain open in this


 8     matter for an additional 15 days for receipt of


 9     additional public comment.  That means it is open


10     through close of business on Friday, August 17th,


11     2012.


12                  At this point, since there's no one


13     else that has come to attend the hearing, and all


14     publication and notification requirements have


15     been met pertaining to this promulgation, I'm


16     going to go ahead and conclude the hearing at


17     this time.  Thank you.


18                  (Hearing concluded at 6:18 p.m.)
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